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I. INTRODUCTION
The development of creativity has become a new emphasis In
education, a new goal for teachers who are socially sensitive to the
need to conserve the potentialities of every child. Creativity con-
tributes to individual self-fulfillment and is essential to the pro-
gress of society. In these times of standardization, mass production,
stereotyped entertainment, and pressures for conforming, it is particu*
larly important that teachers conserve and help to develop the unique-
ness of each personality. Creativeness is the step beyond the conven-
tional to new ideas, new relationships, new expression of thoughts and
feelings, and new disooveries,*
Most authorities on creativity believe that creativity is a
quality which each human being is oapable of exhibiting. Furthermore,
they believe that creativity can be increased in most individuals and
can increase in our society as a whole if we will put into practice
what is now known about conditions which help foster the development
of creativity,
"There is little doubt in the minds of many educators that the
schools must assume the responsibility of nurturing the creative abil-
ities of our youth,"2 Creativity hns become the topic of interest in
public schools because of advances made in education, "In the past.
1John I, Goodlad, Some Propositions in Search of Schools
(Washington, D, C.» Department of Elementary School Principals,
National Education Association, 1962), p, 11,
*R. E. Myers and E. P, Torrance, Invitations to Thinking and
Doing (Bostoni Ginn and Co,, 1965), p. 5\ ""
2we have been able to survive with static goals and coneepts. Things
are changing so rapidly that we can survive no longer, if we insist
on thinking and living in static terms and returning to the •old
ways*."5
Originality and creativity have long been concerns on the level
of scientific research and technical education in such areas as art
and music. The modern school is extending this emphasis for creative
expression to all fields of general education from kindergarten through
college,*
Throughout the period of kindergarten attendance, children seek
appropriate means for expressing thoughts and feelings, to satisfy the
intense urge to move beyond their present developmental level. By
providing continual opportunities for thinking, feeling, and experiencing,
the teacher can increase to the fullest the kindergarten child* s capac-
ity to become original and creative. The writer believes that the key
to guiding kindergarten children to self-fulfillment lies in using
those moments each day which have potential for involving children in
thinking, feeling, and experiencing creatively, Aa skilled, sensitive
teachers exploit such moments, hopefully there will begin to emerge
individuals who are eager and able to meet and cope with challenge and
ohange creatively.
5E. Paul Torrance, Applications of Creativity Research in the
Elementary School (New York* The New iVorld Foundation, 1965), p7 167
*William H, Burton and Helen Eefferman. The Step Beyond
Creativity (Washington, D, C.i National EducatioxTAssociation, 1964).
p, 1.
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There are at least four teacher characteristics essential for
creative teaching in a kindergarten classroom. These are (l) an aware-
ness of the differences in ohildren, (2) an extending of each child's
life space, (S) an acceptance which children experience as success,
and (4) knowing the "what" to teach as well as the "how". The purpose
of this report is to explore the literature on creativity, extract some
major criteria, and develop a set of lessons designed to encourage the
expression of creativity by kindergarten children based on the accept-
ance of the characteristics of creative teaching at the kindergarten
level.
Definitions of Creativity
Sinoe a person can react creatively in many different ways, it
is not strange that there are many definitions of creativity, B, Paul
Torrance defines creativity as a
process of sensing difficulties, problems, gaps in information,
missing elements* making guesses or formulating hypotheses about
these deficiencies, testing these guesses and possibly revising
and retesting themj and finally communicating the results.5
The writer has accepted Smith's definition that the creative
process is "relating previously unrelated things."6 It seems to be a
deliberate process of forming a new combination or patterning of words,
movements, materials, ideas, or symbols and in some way making the
%. Paul Torrance, op_, cit., p. 16.
6Paul Smith, Creativity ! An. Examination of the Creative
Process (Hw York* Basting House~"Pubiishers, Inc7,~T959), p. 23.
4product available to others. The writer believes the very quality of
creativity has been shown if an individual has made something new to
himself that is satisfying and in that sense useful to him. He has
related things previously unrelated in his experience.
THE LITTLE BOY
—by Helen IS. Buokley
Once a little boy went to school.
Be was quite a little boy.
And it was quite a big school.
But when the little boy
Found that he oould go to his room,
By walking right in from the door outside,
He was happy.
And the sohool did not seem
Quite so big any more.
One morning,
When the little boy had been in school awhile.
The teacher saidt
"Today we are going to make a picture. 1'
"Goodl" thought the little boy.
He liked to make piotures.
He oould make all kinds
t
Lions and tigers,
Chickens and cows.
Trains and boat 6
~
And he took out his box of crayons
And began to draw.
But the teacher saidi "Wait!
It is net time to beginl"
And she waited until everyone looked ready.
•low," said the teacher,
"We are going to make flowers."
"Good!" thought the little boy,
He liked to make flowers.
And he began to make beautiful ones
With his pink and orange and blue crayons.
But the teacher said, "Walt
I
And I will show you how."
And she drew a floo* on the blackboard.
It was red, with a green stem.
"There," said the teacher,
"How you may begin."
The little boy looked at the teacher* « flower.
Then he looked at hie own flower.
He liked his flower better than the teacher's
But ho did not say this,
He just turned his paper over
And made a flower like the teacher's
It was red, with a green stem.
********
On another day,
When the little boy had opened
The door from the outside all by himself.
The teacher saidt
"Today we are going to make something with clay."
"Goodl" thought the little boy,
Be liked clay.
He could make all kinds of things with clay.
Snakes and snowmen.
Elephants and mice.
Cars and trucks-—
And he began to pull and pinoh
His ball of clay.
But the teacher saidi
"Waitl It is not time to begin!"
And she waited until everyone looked ready.
"Now," said the teacher,
"We are going to make a dish."
"Good!" thought the little boy,
He liked to make dishes.
And he began to make some
That were all shapes and sizes.
But the teacher said, "Wait!
And I will show you how."
And she showed everyone how to make
One deep dish.
"There," said the teacher,
"Now you may begin."
The little boy locked at the teacher's di&h.
Then he looked at his own.
He liked his dishes better than the teacher's.
But he did not say this.
He just rolled his clay into a big ball again.
And made a dish like the teacher's*
It was a deep dish*
And pretty soon
The little boy learned to wait,
And to watch.
And to make things just like the teacher*
And pretty soon
Hie didn't make things of his own anymore.
********
Then it happened
That the little boy and his family
Moved to another house,
In another city.
And the little boy
Had to go to another school.
This school was even bigger
Than his other one.
And there was no door from the outside
Into his room*
He had to go up some big steps.
And walk down a long hall
To get to his room*
And the very first day
He was there.
The teacher saidt
"Today we are going to make a pieture."
"Good." thought the little boy.
And he waited for the teaoher
To tell him what to do*
But the teaoher didn't say anything.
She just walked around the room.
When she came to the little boy
She said,"Don't you want to make a pioture?"
"Yes," said bhe little boy,
"What are we going to make?"
"I don't know until you make it," said the teaoher*
"How shall I make it?" asked the little boy*
"Why, any way you like," said the teacher*
"And any color?" e.rked tbe little boy*
"Any color," seid the teaoher.
"If everyone made the sams picture.
And used the same colors,
How would I know who nede whet.
And rhich wag which?"
"I don't know," said the little boy.
And he began to make pink and orange and blue flowers t
He liked his new school • • •
Even if it didn't have a door
Right in from the out side
I
II. REVIEW OF LITERATURE
The scientific study of creativity is not new as Eisner points
cut. As early as 1898 a study was made of the imaginative responses
of students and faculty at Harvard, Other studies have appeared from
time to time through the years. The Gestalt psychologists, Freud and
Jung, studied a process called "insight" and talked about the creative
unccnsoious. General psychologists such as Horaan C. Meier studied
creativity in the arts. However, it wa6 in the 1950* s that research
*
In creativity came into its own through the work of J. P. Guilford,
Morris Stein, and Ross Hooney, who constructed new test devices and
new research methods for the scientific study of creativity.7
The literature included in this report will encompass only the
materials published with5.n the past decade that are pertinent to the
kinds of creativity, the characteristics of creative children, the
factors which affect crsativity in children, and the teacher qualities
necessary for stimulating creativity.
Kinds of Creativity
According to Elliot W. Eisner8 there are four kinds of behaviors
7Elliot W. Eisner, "Creativity in Education-^. Summary State.
," The Instructor , June, 1963, p. 3.
8Ibid., p. 7.
8or products whioh ordinarily are considered oreative. One type of
creativity that ohildren may display in the classroom is that of
organising elements—words, colors, tones, their own speech—in highly
aesthetic ways. Their ability lies in the highly sensitive way they
can put things together % they are aesthetically creative.
A second group of individuals are highly ingenious in the way
they use ordinary objects, words, or qualities. Suoh children might
use paper, pencils, or rulers in very highly original ways. Their
stories are often quite imaginative and insightful. These children
expand the limits of objects or ideas that most adults usually take
for granted.
Inventing is called another type of creativity. Here the
individual uses objects and ideas in combination so that an entirely
new product is developed. Examples of individuals who showed inven-
tive behavior are Edison, Marconi, and Gutenberg, These men used the
products that were available during their lifetimes to create essen-
tially new products. Many of these products were used by later in-
ventors for creating still other inventions.
A fourth type of creativity is most rare. In this type of
creativity an individual questions the assumptions which underlie the
work of other investigations within his field. Examples of individuals
who showed this type of creativity are Freud, Binet, and Einstein.
Characteristics of Creative Children
"Creative individuals are supposed to have a high theoretical
and aesthetic interest within their beingf they have an openness to
9inner experience."9 Instead of reducing their experience immediately
into slogan*, stereotyped symbols, and pat formulas, they try to
respond to their own inner experience and create something with it.
They have a high level of perception and an ability to play with ele-
ments and concepts. Both Piaget and Suchman agree that the functioning
of assimilation and accommodation are "powerful tools which are funda-
mental to productive and autonomous thought and at the same time trans-
ferable to new situations." 10
-according to E. Paul Torrance11 children who rate highly on
measures of creativity are quite disturbing in classroom groups in
elementary schools because they tend to manifest behaviors which call
forth sanctions by their peers and alienation from their peers and
teachers. The relationships between measures of intelligence and
measures of creativity differ only slightly from grade to grade between
the sexes. Most of the coefficients of correlation are relatively low
(around .30) but are higher among girls than boys. When the highly
creative were compared with the highly intelligent, the latter were
better known by their teachers and were considered as more desirable
pupils than were the former. Torrance further states that students who
were both highly creative and highly intelligent, in general, were
^ilda Taba, "Opportunities for Creativity in Education for
Exceptional Children," in Readings for Educational Psychology. 2nd ed.
(Hew York i Thomas Y. Crowell Company, 1964), pp. 217-22^.
10Ibid., p. 225.
-
^E. Paul Torrance, "Explorations in Creative Thinking," in
Reading s for Educational Psychology. 2nd ed. (New Yorkt Thomas Y.
Crowell Company, 1964), pp. 229-233.
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considered by their teachers as more dominant, more independent, more
studious, and harder working than the students in other groups.
Factors related to Creativity in Children
Sons general findings about factors related to creativity in
individuals are the following
t
1* Children with a quiok sense of humor seem to be more
creative than those without it,
2, Individuals may be very creative in one field and not
creative in any other; a few show great ability over
several fields,
3, late maturors seem to be more flexible thinkers than
early maturors j they may have to be quick and inventive
to keep up,
4, Children who are highly creative in one way are not
always highly creative in other ways.
5* Highly creative individuals do not go to pieces in situa-
tions where the guidelines or directions are not clear,
6, Creative children explore a range of possible solutions
to a problem before they make a selection of the ones
they are going to uso or employ.12
Eisner further states that psychological safety is important
in encouraging oreative thinking. If children feel anxious or unsure,
if they feel threatened by their peers or their teachers, or by fear
of failure, it is not very likely they will be willing to risk thinking
In highly creative ways,13 Instead of pushing ahead with imaginative
speculations, these ohildren will be more likely to stay with what is
safe, conventional, and certain.
12Eisner, 0£, cit ,. p. 7,
ISIbid ,, p, 85.
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Another factor that seems to affect creativity is the level of
skill a person has in the area in which he is working. Performing in
a highly creative way within an area of human activity makes the use
of oertain skills and knowledge necessary. The likelihood of thinking
or working creatively within a certain field is slight if these skills
and knowledge are absent. A child will be unable to concern himself
with the aesthetic or expressive aspects of his work.1*
Teacher Qualities Kecessary for Stimulating Creativity
Basically the characteristics of the creative teaoher are quite
similar to those displayed by a creative pupil. According to William
H. Burton and Helen Hefferman, they are the following
«
1* Know the purposes to be served. They are not quite the
as when teaching for other outcomes.
2. Know the nature of the creative process as well as one
can within the type of teacher training available.
3. Know the type of environment, both physical and psyche-
logical, and the operations within that environment that
stimulate creativity.*^
The teacher* I role in stimulating creativity is in part like
any good teaching, but it is in part also quite different because of
differences in purpose, process, and circumstances. Lowenfeld makes
several statements on the general level whioh are useful.
Whatever a teacher does in stimulating creativeness greatly
depends on three factors: (l) his own personality, of whioh Ids
14Ibld
.
ISffilliam H. Burton and Helen Hefferman. One Step Beyond t
Creativity
.
(Washington, D, C.i National Bduoation Association, 1964),
p. 22.
own oreativeness, his decree of sensitivity, and flexible re-
lationships to environment are an important parfcj (2) his ability
to put himself into the place of others j and (3) his understanding
and knowledge of the needs of those wham he is teaching.*^
Teachers who strive to have their students learn through more
creative ways use a wide variety of thinking and learning processes.
When they try to have students learn by a variety of ways they may
find that some will learn by thinking and testing on their own.
"Perhaps striving for new and varied experiences keeps ones creative
spirit alive."!7
No one can formally set down the many factors in the stimulation
of creativity. Lee and Lee presented a summary, although not exhaustive,
of the many suggestions on how teachers can aid children to respond
creatively.
1* Provide an atmosphere in whioh each child is accepted so
he feels that he belongs, has status, and the respect of
both teachers and peers.
2. Help each child to understand and accept himself and his
own thinking.
-
3. Give courage and confidence to each child to try, accept
the results whatever they are, and encourage him to evalu-
ate and try again.
4. Provide freedom—for a purpose, not freedom from responsi-
bility, but freedom to explore, to experiment with himself
with his environment, and freedom to learn.
5. Reward the inventive, the different, rather than the fol-
lowing of the prescribed formula to the last letter.
6. Search for alternatives, and help the child to find other
IGVictor Lowenfe Id
.
Creative and Mental Growth . 3rd ed. (Hew
Yorki Maclttllan Co., 1957), pp. 3, 24.
17Calvin W. Taylor, "Clues to Creative Thinking," The Instructor.
January, 1964, p. 5.
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s, not to gtiok with the obvious*
7. Make the questioning attitude a main goal of teaching.
6* Idsten to the child ir order to understand 'hie* thinking
and feeling, to see how the situetion looks to him,*8
It is important for teachers to exploit carefully and subtly
any hint of creativity which reveals itself in the classroom. One of
the best ways to make certain that creativity is not frightened away
is to show children that their ideas have value. Wilt*9 found in an
analysis of pupil responses when teachers made efforts to show children
that their ideas have value the following most frequently reported
reassuring reactions
t
Expressed pleasure, smiled, brightened 44 per cent
Expressed approval of classmate's idea 37 per cent
Followed through with idea, imitated 32 per cent
Became enthusiastically absorbed with ides. 29 per cent
Acceptance of originator as a person increased 24 per cent
Interest in learning increased 24 per cent
Confidence increased in other areas of work 16 per cent
The following report by a first-grade teacher illustrates why
it is important to show children that their ideas have value.
The class was writing a poem to set to music. We were discussing
snow and its qualities, trying to discover rhyming words. Jess is
bashful and hesitates to contribute although he has a vivid imagi-
nation. He mumbled something about snow looking like jewels. He
seemed embarrassed that snow looked like jewels to him. I was very
pleased that he could see such beautiful things as jewels in the
snow, and I encouraged him to tell us why snow made him think of
jewels and what kind of jewels he thought of. He sensed the ap-
proval of the class and their approving of 'snow looking like
jewels. 1 He said that snow seemed to look like diamonds. When
18J. Murray Lee and Dorris May Lee, The Child and His Curriculum
3rd ed. (Hew Yorkt Appleton-Century-Crofts, 1960), pp. 511-512.
19Wi£t, "Applying Principles for Rewarding Creative Thinking,"
in Rewarding Creative Behavior i Experiments in Classroom Activity by
E. Paul Torrance (Englewood Cliffs, New Jeraeyt Prentice Hall, Inc.,
1965), pp. 68-60,
asked why he thought so, he said that it sparkles* Vie were able
to use his idea in our song. "It sparkled like a diamond bright •"
This led Jess to have more self-confidence, and he expresses
himself more freely. The class benefit 3 by this, since he has an
exceptionally large vocabulary plus a vivid imagination. The
children mere delighted with his choice of words, for it sparked
their imaginations as well as contributed to the song we were
writing. Zo
III. CREATIVE ACTIVITIES
This section includes lessons on art, motor activities, dramati-
zation and creative possibilities inherent in a spontaneous incident
which i»y serve as guides or possible examples of using varied approaches
to creative activitisr within the classroom. The skills and abilities
which they build are those which are used in all areas of the curriculum,
skills of thinking critically and creatively. Its purpose is to encour-
age children in the regular classrooms to discover and develop their
individual talents by involving them in activities which will cause
them to think and to act creatively. It is hoped these lessons will
stimulate teachers to think of other ways to help their pupils to
learn, to think, and to live creatively.
Box Animals
Materials! Small boxes, airplane cement, paper brads and
fasteners, staples and paint.
Group Size 1 Twenty to twenty-five pupils.
Timet Three periods, each twenty minutes in length.
Introduction 1 Read the story Elephant's Wish by B # Munari
(Cleveland 1 World Publishing Company, 1959).
SOlbid.
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Method: The teacher brings a number of small boxes to the
classroom* These may Include milk cartons, cosmetic boxes, stationery
boxes, boxes for toothpaste, ink, adhesive tape, pencils, and shoe
boxes all plaoed in a large grooery sack tightly closed on the teacher 1 8
desk* The teacher asks, "What do you think is in the sack?" There is
a short guessing game with the teaoher looking in the sack and stating t
1* There is something red*
2, There is something little*
3* There is something square*
To arouse interest and give more clues say, "There's a zoo or barnyard
in this sack," or something similar* Then empty the sack and say, BHow
could there be a soo or barnyard?" Stack them one an the other*
1* What does it suggest?
2* Who will choose a box which might be the body of an animal?
3. Is there a box to use for a neck? A head? A tail?
4* What about legs? (How many, long, short, thin, fat, eto*)
5* "Is this a real animal?"
The children must think how boxes can be transformed into animals--
which involves seeing new relationships*
1* How will the boxes stay together? With the help of several
children, glue, staple and fasten the parts together and set them aside
to dry* The children than think up a name for the animal, decide where
it live 8 and even make up stories about adventures it might have.
2* Would each of you like to make an animal of your own which
you could name and about which you could make up stories?
3* Does someone have suggestions of how we might get boxes?
Ask each child to bring seme boxes from home. Discuss appropri-
ate sises. The teacher should have a few in reserve for "forgetees" or
"too fewers."
After constructing animals, they should be painted. The shiny
glazed surface of some boxes resists powder paint. Add a bit of detergent
to the paint which makes it stick to the cardboard surfaces. Since the
animals can be imaginary or very free versions of real animals, pupils
can use—*nd the teacher can encourage—a free approach in choosing
colors to paint them.
Finally, some of the ohildren may think of extra details which
will give added life to the animals. Feathers, bits of ribbon or yarn
or buttons may be added if the children wish to do so. These, too,
could be brought from home and placed in a special box of scrap materials.
Throughout the construction and painting of the animals the
teacher can circulate about the room encouraging imagination and
creativity by questions and statements such ast
1. "Look at the eyes on this animal."
2. "How could you make it look like it had long hair?"
3. "What could you do to show stripes?"
4. "Could an imaginary animal have five legs?"
5. "Some animals have spots (horns) on them."
6. "Could an animal have both wings and legs?"
Puppets
Materials t Small paper sacks, man's sock, fast drying airplane
cement, rags, old nylon hose, yarn, string, tempera
paint, scrap materials, dowel sticks (10*12 inches)*
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Group size i Eight to ten pupils.
Timet Twenty minutes, two different days*
Introduction! Have several puppets available for the children
to experiment with and use* Let the children '
see what they can do with a puppet (play games,
put on shows, etc*)
Method i Discuss characters from stories which the children
have heard or read about* Perhaps Cinderella would be a good begin-
ning place* Introduce the puppet "Cinderella*" Tell the story once
again using the puppet*
The teacher could ask some of the following questions and make
some statements such as follows?
1* If you oould be semeone you wished to be like, who would
you bo?
2* Let's list some people we know about on this chart* Encour-
age children to think about others not on list (astronauts, doctors,
nurses, teachers, clowns, etc*)
8* Could we make a puppet?
4* What can we use?
5* Who will help?
A paper sack puppet is quite easy to make* The saok may be
small or as big as a grocery sack* It may be filled with torn strips
of paper and a stick inserted so that it extends almost to the top*
After tying a string around the "neck," a face can be painted on a
separate sheet of paper, cut out and pasted on the front of the sack
or it nay be painted directly on the saok before it is filled*
There is also the sock puppet made by filling the toe of a man's
sock with rags or old nylon hose, pttshlng a dowel stick up into the
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stuffing, and tying a bit of cloth around the neck, .again, tempera
paint works fine for the features and yarn cr string for hair can be
glued on to finish the puppet.
Throughout the construction and painting of the puppets, the
teacher can circulate about the room encouraging imagination and crea-
tivity by questions and statements such as?
1, "Kow could you make eyes on your puppet?"
2m "Eow could you make it look like your puppet has long hair?
Is bald?"
3* "Whet could you do to show the nose?" (Big bump, little hole
button, etc.)
4. "Could your puppet have a happy face?" (sad face, long face,
round face, square face, etc)
The following day pupils are given the opportunity to put on a
play or tell a make-believe story about "their puppet." (Dr. Dan, the
Bandage Kan, Jo-Jo the clown could play several tricks on bis friends,
or the aetronaut could do "Count-down".) The children also may name
their puppets.
Exploring Movements
Introduction to these lessons which present variations to ex-
ploring movement st
1* They are oreative in that children discover new and varied
kinds of combinations of movements.
2. They compare and see different relationships in the "way
animals and people" walk, move, etc.
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3* They may discover that their body can rscve as a whole or
in parts*
4. They may discover the way wo walk or move affeots the way
we feel*
Each lesson is on creative movement exploration.
Locomotor movements-"walking . Group size* Twenty to twenty-
five pupils. Time i Fifteen minutes.
Teacher might ask some of these questions
i
1* How did you walk to school this morning?
2. Did anyone have to get here in a hurry?
3. Did anyone have lots of time to get here?
4. Did anyone walk with another pal?
These are only examples of questions which might help children
start thinking about walking. Further discussions and questions may
bring forth the many different ways people walk. The children act out
the various ways of walking such as the following i high, low, cross-
legged, smooth, loose-legged, with a sore toe, slow, fast, bumpy, with
a walking cane, and many others.
The following is a similar approach to movement exploration.
How oan we get from here to there, from this spot to that spot, from
thiB door and around the room and back to the door again? When move-
ment is started in this manner, children have opportunities to devise
and different ways of moving from one place to another.
Kinds of walking and primal walking . Group sizei Twenty to
twenty-five pupils. Time* Fifteen minutes.
With the walk we discover that we can go high, low, or somewhere
in between. We have short, long, fast, slow, hard, soft, heavy and
light walks. The teacher oould aak, "What other ways oould we walk?"
The children could discover all sorts of variations such act
1* Walking on heels*
2. Peg-legged.
3* On the outside or the inside of the feet.
4. With the toes turned in or out.
5* With the knees in or out.
6* They may Just lumber along.
7» Walk crooked all over.
lossible teacher questions and oomments could be the following
t
1* What other things walk besides people?
2. Could you walk like an animal that lives in the too? On a
farm?
3. Sens of you remind me of an animal in the zoo by the way
you are walking.
4« What animals do you think of as you walk?
This may lead into a discussion and further exploration about
the way a bear would move in contrast to a cute, little, lively monkey,
etc Other discussions could center around which animals, inseots, etc.,
do walk, how they walk, why they walk, and ascertaining whether they
do not walk.
^alk progression. Group size* Twenty to twenty-five pupils.
Timet Fifteen minutes.
The teacher and children could have a discussion about "how they
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walk." Sometimes our walk is affected by they way we foel, and we find
we have certain "qualities" in our walking* Possible teacher comments
and questions could he the following as the children try walking*
1. "How does a robot v?alk?" (jerky)
2. "Can you walk like Raggedy Aim?" (loose)
5. "Some of you are walking like a baby walks!"
4. "What kind of a walk might we call the one Wooden William
does? (stiff like a stiltman)
5# "How do you walk when sad? Mad? Lonely? Bappy? Eto."
6. "Do you feel any different when you walk lightly or heavily?"
7. "Can you think of anything that seems like a heavy walk?"
8. "How could you walk so that we could hear every step?"
9. "Could you walk so we could hardly hear you?"
10. "What does walking lightly make you think of?"
Body movements * Group size* Twenty to twenty-five pupils.
Timet Fifteen minutes.
In trying to help a child discover his body can move as a whole,
or in parts, he often discovers he has large parts and small parts
which can be moved simultaneously. Creative rhythmic movement is the
child's interpretation of thoughts and feelings expressed through the
use of his body.
Possible questions and eomments that the teacher may use are
the following
I
1. See if you oan move the very smallest part of you. (Fingers,
toeG, eyes, nose, etc.)
2. Now can you move two parts* (Result in a variety of combi-
nations t)
3. What do you suppose is the biggest part of you, and can you
move it* (Respond with trunk, hips, and shoulders)
Children soon become aware of the many ways they can use their
bodies, *nd they ler.rr. to enjoy creative movement for its own sake such
as t
1. Going through the air when skipping.
2. Leaping higher and higher.
3. Just finding out how different parts move.
4. Children discover various kinds of combinations of movement
based on the walk such as (a) walk and leapj (b) walk and jump? (c)
walk with a twist j (d) walk with a push and pullj (e) walk with a
bounce*
The children actually try various methods and combinations of
movements. All the while the teacher could make a few of these com-
ments and questions*
l s "How could you walk with a twist?"
2. "Could you walk leaping higher and higher?"
5. "Can you move through the air by skipping?"
4. "Could you have a bounce to your walk?"
Creative Dramatisation Fxperienoe
Materials t Berlin, Paul and Aim*. Little Duck. Chicago* Oinn
1964. Record.
Group sitet Twenty to twenty-five pupils.
Time* Twenty-five minute period.
Here is a hook about a little duck. See if you can guess what
is happening to the duck on each page.
1* The teacher shows the book to the children.
T. Each child is encourr. pi ^o egress in. words how it might
feel to he little duck (in the shell, al? rlore on the river, tossed
by the ocean wr-tos).
3. Every now end then ask, "How wov.ld YOU do that?"
4. Show genuine delight with the children 1 s individual responses.
5. fry to encourage original interpretations.
Following the constant reference to the emotional and dramatic
elements, the children and teacher may dramatize the story of Little
Puck . The teacher could make such comments as the following as the
etory is read:
1. "Little Duck goes way down in the water."
2. "I like the way you try to reach the sea gull in the air!"
3. "How could we do the duok walk?"
4. "Kow oould we shake o»t our feathers?
This is the story that follows
»
Do you know where ducks are before they are born? ... you be
the duok inside the shell ... you're inside the shell ... you're
ready to come out. But you've never been born before. You don't know
-
how. First, you try to break the shell with your back. You push with
your back • • • pushing, pushing more and harder, but the shell won't
break.
I wonder what I have that might crack the shell? Oh, my beak.
You try to break the sloe 11 witli your beak ... peok ... peck ...
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peck • • • and peck • • • and finally, out pops your head! • • • You
look all around at the beautiful world. You see some flowers • • •
some tress . « • scire children • • • some brother and sister ducks • •
and what Is that over there? . . •
A swimming pond. You step . . . out of your shell . • . dry
your win,~s • . . and all the little duck3 follow mother duck to the
swimming pond • • • you waddle and waddle • • • you're learning to
walk on the smooth water very well. But ... you really think you're
bigger than you really are. You decide to go for a swim all by yourself.
You swim way out until you can't see any more ducks , , , Just
lots of water ... do you know hew far you went? , • • You swam way
out into the river. Way off in the distance you see something moving
. . . and you think, "Maybe that's my Mceany. I'd better hurry and
fellow her," You hurry so fast you don't notice a big log floating
on the water. Before you can catch your breath, you've gone BUMP!
into the log and SPLASH! into the water • . . you pick yourself up
• • , shake out your feathers • , • and hurry on. The next time you
see a log you know just what to do • , . you spread your wings and
1HEEI Over you gel . . . and here you are.
But it wasn't your Mommy at all, was it? In fact, it wasn't
anybody's Moamy. Tlhat was it? That's right, a big ship • . . do you
know how far you had followed it . . . The water is rough and wavy.
You can't walk smoothly anymore. You're out in the OCEAN! , . , you
have to walk • • • walk . • . walk ... wave • • • wave , • • a storm
is coming up. The waves are getting bigger and bigger. They make you
go UP and D08N, UP and Down, UP and DOWN , . , UP , , . DOWN , . , UP
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and D0W1I . . .
Whst do you see flying high In the sky* That's right, a sea-
gull. Let's ask htm for help. How does a duel: say "Helpl" Quack,
quack * . • quack, quack • . • quack, quack . . . Q,T7.CI , 'JACK . . •
do you think the seagull heard you? • • • Pretend you're the seagull.
Spread ycur wins;s and come swooping down to ^et the little duck.
Put little duck on your back, but tell him to hold on tight be-
cause the wind is blowing hard • • , now fly little duck home. But
heap your eyes on where little duck lives because the wind is making
you go round and around . • . did little duck get heme safely?
Tea • • • there are his mother and brothers and sisters • • •
they fly to ^ech other and dance TQGFTI!1*!? , , . Did little duck ever
go out to the ocean again? • • • well, not alone anyway!
Creative Possibilities Inherent in a Spontaneous Incident
This exercise involves the pupila in a problem-solving situation.
It illustrates how an insightful, imaginative teacher can take advantage
of situations which ariBe during the course of a normal school day to
foster creative behavior in pupils. The following si-boat ion actually
happened to the writer who did some of the things described. There is
a side to this lessor, which is fanciful and imaginative, and there is
a side which is experimental and evaluative. After the children have
generated some hypotheses about the ball's difficult;.', it Is important
that they teat them out. The testing-out of ideas is an all-important
part of the creative process. For this paper, the teacher's behavior
has been elaborated on and suggestions added to suggest some of the
possibilities for creative teaching
-which seem inherent to the situation.
Sfeterialsi Two balls, large chart tablet and aagic tsarker.
3roup 3iaej Twentj' to tMttft) -five pupils*
Time: Forty minutes (two periods of twenty minutes each).
Procedure j A playground ball got cvajrfc In a trae outside the
school house. It vj&s so high no one could get it dotm at the time*
We looked at the ball. We talked about the ball and its position*
We stayed on the playground until recess t&M <*c.s over, frequently
looking at the ball. After returning, to the classroom the children
kept talking about the ball*
The teacher used sooe of these questions and comments to stir
the imagination of the children*
1» If the ball could talk, what do you think it uould say?
2. what do you think the ball is thinking*
3* How does it feel caught high up in a tree?
4, How does it feel looking down on us*
5* How would you feel if you were that ball?
G* What would you seo frore high up in that tree?
7* Do you know how the ball got up in the tree?
S* What would happen if we couldn*t get it down?
After isuch discussing, the class of children wont baok out to
see the ball in the tree. A little girl suggested using a stick to
poke it loose to get it down* There was no stick around long enough
tc reach the ball and get it loose frca its location* One boy sug-
gested throwing other things at it to get it down* Another pupil cow
mented, "Rocks and dirt clods are too dangerous to be used*"
Marc said, "Hey, I know something* How about using another ball?"
The hypothesis was tested and proved feasible. Another ball was thrown
four tiT.es until the first one was knocked loose and fell to the ground.
After returning to the classroom, we had an excellent o—ortunity
for disci? Bslon abort gvttisg tin ball down. A talented little boy in
the class suggested we night make up a song about the ball. By using
the tune of "The Farmer in the Dell" the various children and the
teacher arranged these words for singing. The teacher printed them on
a large chart table4-.
The ball is in the tree,
The ball is in the tree,
Poor, scared, lonely ball
Way high up in the tree.
How will we gtt it down?
How will we ~et it down?
Poor, scared, lonely ball
Row will we get it down?
4
Throw rooks and clods at it,
Throw rocks end. clods at it,
So, that is not very safe
So wb«11 just have to think.
A stick will knock it down,
A stick will knock it down,
Yes, that will solve our problem,
But no stick could we find.
Then use another ball,
Then use another ball,
Throw it high and krock it d
And we have solved it all
I
This exerciso wi.rht quite naturally lead to exploring other
possibilities. Some other activities could incVide (l) drawinr pictures,
(2) creative storias ("If I Were a Ball"), (3) poems, (4) dramatization,
and (5) the teacher reading a story aueh as "Rober* S«Mar4*i Idea."
The reference is as follows
t
Verral, 0. S. lobert Ooddard father gf tbs Space Are. *n»lewood Cliffs
New Jersey i Prentice-Hall/ Inc.*/ 1963V*
*
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In our situation v/e dramatized the song. The children pretended
or imagined themselves bein£ the ball as we continued tc sing our new
song.
There war a - r,*-fcty that followed cur experience,
also. Some questions arc? comments discussed were the followj
1* Whet things do we threw?
2. What thin£ s do we not throw? Why not?
3. Whet might happen? (broken windows, bruises or broken bones
of children, etc*)
There are many opportunities for each teacher to use spontaneously
rather than -salting to teach a structured Issscn of creative activities,
iv. HEiwrsEflCFs fob enisxri mural mtd spowth
In making this sample listing cf references for creative behavior
and srowth, the writer has classified then as (l) articles, (2) chil-
dren^ books and/or (-3) professional books. The writer has included
certain children's books because they seem to stir imaginations and
encourage pupils to develop new ideas and new solutions to problems.
Son* of the stories ere used to arouse urusual questions.
Articles
Abernathy, Helen B., and TSarlene Burnett. "!.?t»s Write | Poem "
Elementary English. 59j119-128, 1962.
*
Andrews, viiadys. "Creative Rhythmic Movement Contributes to Learning,"
$m?~- r* ^alth, Physical Kdntation. Heere«tioT, S56t69-?0
April, 1965.
' *
Baker, Frances E, "helping Children to Write Creatively. n Elementary
English
.
29t93-98, 1952.
"
,Y
D'Aiaieo, V, "A Creative Art MteotUi Workshop ," Behool Irte. 52132-34
April, 1963. — •
D»Amlco, V, "Imagination* Sesame of Creative Expression," School Arts,
53»6-10, September, 1953,
Eisner, E. W. Think With Ms About Creativity . Dansville, Hew York!
F. A. Owen, 1964
•
Hohn, F. E. "leaching Creativity in Mathematics," Arithmetic Teacher *
8*102-106, 1961,
Hurberhole, D. W. "Imagination Makes the Difference," School Arts.
61*5-7, February, 1962,
Kaslov, Gertrude, "Poetry to Teaoh By," Elementary English. 39t7-10,
1962.
Irider, Margaret Y. "Motivating Creativity," School Arts. 60tl3-14,
April, 1961,
Mikoloski, Wanda. "Dramatics in the Classroom," Grade Teaoher. 77t59,
1959.
—
—
Powers, R. "A Dream House Project," Arithmetic Teacher. 9t280-281,
1962.
Reeves, Katherine. "Sing Your Own Song," Grade Teaoher. 77tS8ff.,
March, 1960.
Rosenbloom, P. C. "Creativity in Mathematics," In E. P. Torrance (ed.)
Proceedings of the Second Minne sota Conference on Gifted Chil-
dren . Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Center for Continua-
tion Study, 1959, Pp. 108-112.
Saunders, R. J. "The Ethics of the Imagination," Art Education. 15t
12-14, June, 1962.
Schultse, Mildred. "Emotional Release, Social Adjustment Through Art,"
Art Education
. 62i5-8, September, 1962.
Sohwarts, Shelia. "Hew Methods in Creative Dramatios," Elementary
English. S6 1484-487, 1959.
-
Seaborg, G. T. "Training the Creative Scientist," Science Hews letter.
83 1314-317, May 18, 1963.
i i 4
Shotka, Josephine. "Creative Reading," Education. 82i26-28, 1961.
Stanistreet, Grade M. "Imagination is the Beginning," Recreation.
51 1361-362, December, 1958.
Stauffer, R. G. "Productive Reading
-Thinking at the First Grade Level,"
Reading Teacher. 13il83-187, 1960.
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Stewart, Gordon J. "She Turns Figure* Into Fun," Reader's Digest.
June, 1961*
Suchman, J, R. "Inquiry,*1 The Instructor. 75*1-2, 1965.
* 4
Taylor, C W. "Clues to Creative leaching," The Instructor. 73, 1963-
1964* (A series of ten articles*)
Thompson, Beulah 3. "Hallowe ,en Sparks Creative Writing," Grade Teacher.
78i39, 19S0.
—
*
Torrance, E, P. "Bringing Creative Thinking into Play," Education.
85 1547-550, 1965.
Torrance, E. P. "Creativity in the Classroom." The Instructor. 74,
1964-1965. (A series of ten articles.)
Torrance, E. P. "Developing Creative Readers," in R. G. Stauffer (ed # ).
Di-nensions of Critical Reading . Newark, Delaware i Reading-Study
Cent3r, School of Education, University of Delaware, 1964. Pp.
59-74.
Torrance, E. P. "Seven Guides to Creativity," Journal of Health.
Physical Education. Recreation. 36t26-27, 68, April, 1966.
Valletutti, P. "Developing Creativity Through a Unit on Foetry,"
Elementary English. 36i385-389, 1959.
Woods, Margaret S. "Learning Through Creative Dramatics," Grade
Teaoher. 78i54, 1960.
Woods, Margaret S. "Teaehing Creative Dramatics," Educational
Leadership. 18il9-23, I960.
Woods, Margaret S. IhinTrin r;. Fee liny,. Experiencing i Toward Realiza-
tion of Full Potential . Washington D. C.» National Education
Association, 1962.
Woodward, Isabel A. "We Write and Illustrate," Elementary Sngljah.
36:102-104, 1959.
Children's Books
Barlin, Anne L. Dance a Story
.
(A series of record albums and books.)
Bostont Ginn and Co., 1964.
Baum, Arline, and J. Baum. Know What ? No. What ! New Yorki Parents*
Magazine Press, 1964.
11
Brick, Carol R. Caddie Woodlawn i A Frontier Story . New Yorki
Maomillan, 1955.
"
Ciardi, J. I Met a Man. Boston! Houghton Mifflin, 1961.
Ciardi, J. You Know Who . Philadelphia! J. B. Lippincott, 1964.
Cole, W. I .Vent to the Animal Fair . Cleveland! World Publishing Co.,
1958.
Cole, W., and Julia Colmore. Ihe Poetry Drawing Book. New Yorki
Simon and Schuster, I960.
Cunnington, B. F., and E. Pi Torrance. The Minstrel 's Christmas .
Bostont Ginn and Co., 1965.
Elliott-Cannon, A. Reading and Thinking;. Books ,1 and 2. Edinburgh,
Scotland! Oliver aad Boyd, 1953.
Emberley E. Cock a_ Doodle Poo. A Book of Sounds . Boston! Little,
Brown and Company, 1964.
Emberley, E. The Wing on a_ Flea. A Book About Shapes . Boston! Little,
Brown and Company, 1963.
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Holling, H. C. Paddle to the Sea . Boston! Houghton Mifflin Co., 1941,
Boiling, H. C. Tree in the Trail . Boston! Houghton Mifflin Co., 1942.
Jean, Priscilla. Patty Round and Wally Square . Kww York! Ivan
Obolensky, Inc., 1965.
Jefferson, Blanche. My World of Art . (Workbook and Teachers 1 Manuals,
Books 1, 2, 3, 4) Boston! Allyn and Bacon, 1963.
Keats, E. J. Whistle for Willie. New Yorki Viking Press, 1964.
Kepes, J. Five Little Monkey Business . Boston! Houghton Mifflin Co.,
1965.
-
Krass, Ruth. Mama. I Wish JE Was Snow. Child You'd Be Very Cold .
Hew Yorki Atheneum, 1962.
Lasell, Fen H. Fly Away Goose . Boston! Houghton Mifflin Co., 1965.
Latham, Jean Lee. Samuel F. B. Morse (A Discovery Bock). Champaign,
Illinois! Garrard Publishing Co., 196\.
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L'Engle, Madeline. A ffrickle in Time . New Yorki Aeriel Books, 1962.
Lobsenz, N. The Insect World . New Yorkt Golden Press, 1962.
Lomorisse, A. The Red Balloon. Garden City, Sew Yorki Doubleday and
Co., 1956.
Lund, Deris. Did You Ever? New Yorki Parents* Magasine Press, 1966.
Makon, E. Ask Henry. En&lewood Cliffs, Hew Jerseyt Prentice-Ball, Inc.,
1362.
ifoCraoken, R. The Elegant Elephant . Chicagoi Rand McNally And Co., 1944.
llsrrill, Jean, and Ronni Solbert. The Very Nice thing a . Hew Yorki
Harper and Row, 1959.
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Munari, B. Jimmy Has Lost His Cap . Cleveland: World Publishing Co.,
1957.
Munari, B. The Birthday Preseut . Cleveland! ftorld Publishing Co.,
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Myers, R. E., and 3. P. Torrance. Can You Imagine T Bostoni Ginn and
Co., 1965. (Pupil's Ideabook and Teaoher's Guide).
Myers, R. E., and E. P. Torranoe. Invitations to Speaking and Vfritin^
Creatively. Boston: Ginn and Co., 1966. (Pupil * s Ideabook and
Teacher's Guide).
fcyers, R. E., and E. P. Torrance. Invitations to Thinking and Doing .
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Guide).
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from Kindergarten to the Ninth Grade Class Level
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. Fort Atkinsa n,
Wisconsin, 1965.
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Doubleday and Co., 1963.
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Co., 1961.
-
Wolff, Janet. Let's Imagine Sounds . New Yorki E. P. Dutton and Co.,
1962.
Wolff, Janet. Let's latins Thinking: Up Thins b . New York* E. P. Dutton
and Co., 1961.
Woods, Kargaret S. ThiTikin^. Feeling . Experiencing i Toward Realisation
of Full Potential . Washinrton, D. C.t National Education Associa-
tiou, 1S62.
Wyler, Rose, and 6. Ames. Prove It . New York* Harper and Row, 1963.
Yates, Elisabeth. Someday You'll Write . Sew Yorki E. P. Dutton and
Co., 1962.
Zirbes, Laura. Spurs to Craativo leaching * New York* G. F. Putnam's,
1959.
V. CONCLUSION
The development of creativity has great significance in our
world today. Creativity is a force which seecs to activate all the
capacities of the individual toward self-fulfillment. It is the approaoh
taken toward probler. solving, discovery, critical thinking, and inven-
tiveness. Without question, creativity is vitally important. Ke know
creativity can be taught or fostered in a school setting and direct in-
struction may be better than waiting for incidental opportunities to
present themselves.
Possibilities for developing Individual creativity occur when
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the provisions are made for a learning climate union is conducive to
creative production and the nurturing of it. The classroom climate
must be one in which the student feels psychologically safe and where
individualised thinking is encouraged and appreciated. Reflected in
the classroom environment are experimentation, critical thinking, and
the use of fundamental skills to develop hypotheses. The classroom
should be a laboratory for learning and not a cubicle for conformity.
Divergent thinking must be encouraged. This type of thinking permits
the development of hypotheses and the freedom to search for data in
order to support or reject theories. It also helps the child to move
in directions that provide resources and ideas upon which to base con-
clusions.
Children must be given many and continuous opportunities for
creative production. Creative produotion means creating new combine*
tions, seeing new relationships, expanding upon what is already known,
redefining information to discover new uses—in essence, looking at the
old in new ways. Children must be encouraged to apply creative abilities
to every aspect of learning.
To answer the question, "Where is the beginning to developing the
creative oapacity in each pupil?", teachers shouldt
1. Make students aware of the creative potential within them-
selves. Encourage students to develop new ideas and new solutions to
problems.
2. understand that creativity is not a superimposed, predeter-
mined expectation exactly prescribed for every learner.
3. Respect the children's unusual questions, and imaginative and
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unusual ideas*
4. Decide to know more about this magnifioent dimension of
human potential.
5. Communicate to each student that his ideas do have value.
Try to prove this conviction to your class by using the pupils' ideas
whenever possible.
6* understand that manifested creativity is the result of the
development of many intellectual factors possessed by all individuals.
7. Become aware of some of the factors of the intellect which,
when developed, allow for creative production.
8. Allow each student to practice creative production without
the threat of judgmental evaluation.
Today teachers and students are engaged in a great teaching-
learning endeavor. The kindergarten teacher has the unique role of
introducing and fostering beginning creative thinking and behavior.
Each child must be allowed to develop to the full extent of his creative
potential in order to insure maximum individual contributions to
tomorrow's society. The kindergarten is the logical plaoe to start.
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The development of creativity has become a new emphasis in educa-
tion, a new goal for teachers who are socially sensitive to the need to
conserve the potentialities of every child. Creativity contributes to
individual self-fulfillment and is essential to the progress of society.
In these times of standardisation, :aas8 production, stereotyped enter-
tainment, and pressures for conforming, it is particularly important
that teachers conserve and help to develop the ur.iqu'Wiess of each personality.
This report explored the literature on creativity, extracted some
major criteria, and presented a set of lessons designed to encourage the
expression of creativity by kindergarten children and listed some of the
characteristics of creative teaehing at the kindergarten level.
The writer believes that creativity is the process of relating
previously unrelated things. It seems to be a deliberate process of
forming a new combination or patterning of worce, movements, materials,
ideas, or symbols and in r.oine way making the product available to others.
The writer believes the very quality of creativity has been shown if
an individual has made something new to himself that is satisfying and
in that sense useful to himj has related things previously unrelated in
his experience.
Suggested creative activities included lessons or art, motor
activities, dramatization, and creative possibilities inherent in a
spontaneous incident. It is hoped these activities will serve as guides
or possible examples of varied approaches to creativity within the
classroom.
The list of references for creative behavior and growth have been
classified as (l) artioles, (2) children's books, and/or (3) professional
2books. The -writer included certain children's books because they seem
to have the ability to stir imagination and to encourage pupils to
develop new ideas and new solutions to problems. Some of the stories
arc used to arouse unusual questions.
Today the kindergarten teacher has the unique role of introducing
and fottering beginning creative thinking and behavior. Each child
must be allowed to develop to the full extent of his creative potential
in order to insure maximum individual contributions to tomorrow's society.
The kindergarten is the logical place to start.
